Kills Caribbean and Rasberry Crazy Ants,
Argentine and Big-headed Ants*

Uses Multiple Food Sources to Kill Ants* • Kills the Colony
For Indoor, Outdoor and Turf Use • Made in the USA

Active Ingredient: Imidacloprid..............0.5%
Other Ingredients:..........................99.5%
Total:.........................................100.0%

EPA Reg. No.: 73079-14
EPA Est. No.: 73079-MO-1
Net Weight: 1 lb, 20 lbs

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Use Sites: In and around structures, including homes, apartments, commercial, industrial, municipal, institutional, research, recreational, health care, educational, daycare, hospitality and agricultural buildings and other man-made structures, garages, transport vehicles, sewers, animal research facilities, and food service, storage, handling and processing establishments. Turf sites include lawns, landscape beds, ornamental turf, parks, playing fields, right-of-way, golf course greens and tee boxes, and home greenhouses.

How It Works: Worker ants* cannot eat solid food, so they pick up the bait and take it back to the nest and feed it to the larvae. The larvae digest solid food and excrete liquid food for the rest of the colony.

Outdoor Perimeter Application: Apply bait at a rate of 1/2 – 1 oz (2 - 4 tablespoons) per 100 square feet. Use a hand shaker, duster or mechanical spreader to apply the bait. Apply in a band from 1 - 3 feet wide around the perimeter of buildings. For example, a 2 foot band around a 200 linear foot building would require 8 – 16 tablespoons (1/2 – 1 cup) of bait. Also apply around exterior light fixtures and along the edges of sidewalks, patios and driveways and under decks. Pay particular attention to potential insect harborage sites such as mulch beds, flowerbeds, fruit and vegetable gardens, compost heaps, wood piles, trees, stumps and trash areas and apply bait at the more liberal application rate in those areas. In home greenhouses, apply bait on and under benches. Do not apply bait directly in flats or pots. Plants may be affected to this product. Do not pile the bait in exposed areas. The bait may also be sprinkled in and around rodent bait stations to control insects that harbor in these stations. When treating for ants*, apply 1/2 to 1 oz of bait around ant mounds and sprinkle along foraging trails. For ants*, pay particular attention to harborage areas and apply bait around trees and stumps, in tree cavities, in and around firewood piles, around landscaping stones and in mulch beds. Ants* can take the bait back to the nest and kill the colony. Bait may also be applied in insect bait stations. Reapply bait after one week if infestation is still present. To prevent large insect populations from developing around structures in warm months, a quarterly application around the perimeter and to harborage areas, as described above, is recommended. This treatment is particularly effective to help prevent the establishment of large colonies of pest ants*. If the perimeter is treated with a repellant insecticide (e.g. pyrethroid), the bait may still be used around the perimeter, but it should be applied in a band outside the repellent barrier for best results.

As a separate matter from the use of this product, as part of an IPM program, it is advisable to fix any leaks to minimize structural damage and odors, and to prevent potential chronic insect problems.

1-800-CLEANUP
If empty: 1-800-CLEANUP which is managed as a public-private partnership.
For 1 lb container:
Container Handling: Non-refillable container. If empty: Do not reuse or refill this container. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency or 1-800-CLEANUP which is managed as a public-private partnership.

Pesticide Storage: In food areas, including serving areas while the establishment is in operation, only apply bait in cracks, crevices, and other inaccessible areas or in tamper-resistant bait stations. Never apply bait directly to a surface where food is stored, prepared or served. Follow above directions for crack and crevice placement.

Storage and Disposal
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal.

1-800-CLEANUP: Call your local solid waste agency or 1-800-CLEANUP which is managed as a public-private partnership.

Warranty Limitations and Disclaimer
To the extent consistent with applicable law, seller makes no warranty expressed or implied, concerning the use of this product other than as indicated on the label. Buyer accepts this material subject to these terms, and agrees to all risk of usage and handling except when used or handled in accordance with this label. To the extent consistent with applicable law, there are no expressed or implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose, except as specifically stated herein. To the extent consistent with applicable law, manufacturer shall not be liable for any consequential damages based on the use of the product.

InVict Blitz and Creating the Future of Pest Control are trademarks of Rockwell Labs Ltd. ©2012 Rockwell Labs Ltd.

North Kansas City, MO 64116 • 816-283-3167 • www.rockwelllabs.com

*Except Carpenter, Fire, Pharaoh and Harvester Ants

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This pesticide is highly toxic to birds and aquatic invertebrates. Do not apply directly to water, or to areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters.

NOTICE: Buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
There are no specific requirements for applicators or other handlers, however, the following is recommended at a minimum:

-Short-sleeved shirt and long pants
-Shoes plus socks

FIRST AID

IF IN EYES: - Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
-Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing.
-Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment. You may also contact 800 858 7378 for emergency medical treatment information.

Kills Acrobat, Allegheny, Argentine, Big-headed, Cornfield, Crazy, Ghost, Little Black, Odorous House, Pavement, Pyramid, Rover, Thief and White-footed Ants*

*Except Carpenter, Fire, Pharaoh and Harvester Ants

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Hazard to Humans and Domestic Animals: CAUTION. Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet.